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High absorption efficiency is particularly desirable at present for various microtechnological
applications including microbolometers, photodectors, coherent thermal emitters, and solar cells.
Here we report the design, characterization, and experimental demonstration of an ultrathin,
wide-angle, subwavelength high performance metamaterial absorber for optical frequencies.
Experimental results show that an absorption peak of 88% is achieved at the wavelength of
�1.58 �m, though theoretical results give near perfect absorption. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3442904�

Metamaterials are artificially structured materials made
from arrays of subwavelength “meta-atoms” which can be
designed to display fascinating physical properties and prom-
ise many potential applications. Much has been investigated,
particularly in creating materials with the exotic properties of
negative refraction and producing devices for invisibility
cloaking.1–4 To realize such exotic properties requires that
designed structures provide specific effective optical con-
stants with low losses. Quite recently, there have been sev-
eral studies demonstrating metamaterial absorbers,5–13 in
which the loss portions of the optical constants have been
sufficiently exploited rather than the real ones. The experi-
mental demonstrations of such effects have, to-date, only
been performed at microwave and terahertz frequencies.5–8

Here we present the design, characterization, and experi-
mental demonstration of an ultrathin, wide-angle, subwave-
length, high performance metamaterial absorber for optical
frequencies. Numerical computations show that the near per-
fect absorption of light can be achieved in very simple me-
tallic nanostructures. The effect is tunable by adjusting the
nanostructure dimensions and is almost independent of the
angle of incidence. The physical origin of the absorption
effect relies on the excitation of localized magnetic and elec-
tric dipole resonances. This is different from the idea of us-
ing metallic surfaces with spherical nanovoids,14 due to the
excitation of cavity modes. The physical phenomenon is also
in sharp contrast to the mechanisms of absorption in nano-
structured metallic gratings15–17 and a dark material made by
a low-density carbon nanotube array,18 in which the high
absorbance is the result of the roughness of the surface.

As illustrated in Fig. 1�a�, the designed optical metama-
terial absorber consists of a layer of gold particles and a gold
film, separated by a Al2O3 dielectric layer. The thickness of
the rectangular metallic particle is denoted by t and its di-
mensions are Wx and Wy. The thicknesses of the Al2O3 di-
electric layer and the gold film are represented by d and h,
respectively, the lattice constant by a. We first perform nu-
merical computations using the finite-difference-time-
domain method19 to investigate the relationship between the

absorption spectrum and the geometric dimensions of nano-
structure, and design a perfect absorber with a set of practi-
cable parameters around optical communication wave-
lengths.

Suppose a plane wave illuminates the structure at normal
incidence. Figure 2�a� presents the evolution of the maxi-
mum absorption �A� and correspondingly the simulated
reflection �R� and transmission �T� as functions of d with
other geometric parameters Wx=Wy =170 nm, t=40 nm,
h=50 nm, and a=310 nm. The resonant absorption peak
wavelength ��R� corresponding to Fig. 2�a� is shown in Fig.
2�b�. The absorbance is calculated using the equation A=1
−R−T. No higher order diffraction is considered owing to
the good subwavelength characterization of the nanostruc-
ture ��R as shown in Fig. 2�b� is at least 3.9 times larger than
the lattice constant of the nanostructure�. There exists an
optimal thickness d of the dielectric layer that maximizes the
absorption. For the present geometry, when d=10 nm, the
reflectance vanishes, and the absorbance can be as high as
99% at �R=1.55 �m and has a full width at half maximum
of 12%. High absorption is attributed to variation in the near-
field plasmon coupling between the gold particle and the
continuous gold film. As the dielectric layer thickness in-
creases, the coupling strength increases first until reaching
the maximum, then decrease thereafter. When the gold par-
ticles are far away from the gold film, the optical properties
of such systems are dominantly determined by the film.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Geometry of the sample studied in this paper. Wx

and Wy represent, respectively, the side lengths of rectangular metallic par-
ticle along the x and y axis and t represents its thickness. d and h, respec-
tively, denote the thicknesses of the Al2O3 dielectric layer and the gold film.
a is the lattice constant. �b� Top view SEM image of the fabricated optical
metamaterial absorber.
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These results are qualitatively consistent with previous
works.20,21

Dependences of the absorbance on wavelength and
widths of the gold particle �Wx=Wy =W� for t=40 nm, d
=10 nm, h=50 nm, and a=310 nm are shown in Fig. 2�c�.
One can observe that the resonant absorption wavelength
can be altered over a broad spectral range by changing
the width of the gold particle. As W increases, the total
absorption spectrum is redshifted. This is due to the increase
in the effective resonance wavelength. In comparison
with W=170 nm, when W=230 nm�300 nm�, �R shifts to
2.05 �m �3.15 �m, not shown� while the absorbance is
99% �97%�.

The sensitivity of the absorption peak to the thickness of
gold particle t, the thickness of gold film h, and the refractive
index of the dielectric layer nd, are also investigated. For
further details, please refer to the supplementary material.27

In our experiments, the multilayered metamaterial ab-
sorber was fabricated on a quartz substrate with standard
microfabrication techniques. Figure 1�b� shows a scanning
electron microscopy �SEM� image of a fabricated
metamaterial absorber with the dimensions Wx=170 nm,
Wy =230 nm, t=40 nm, d=10 nm, h=50 nm, and a
=310 nm. The side lengths along different axis are not
equal, and consequently, �R different for TE and TM polar-
ized light. For example, when the magnetic field �H� of the
incident light is set perpendicular to the plane of incidence
Sxz�Syz�, the effective resonant wavelength is determined by
the side length Wx�Wy�. Figure 3�a� presents the experimental
absorbance as a function of wavelength for differential po-
larizations of incident radiation, which is calculated from the
measured transmission and reflection. For TM �H�Sxz�
case, the maximum absorption of 88% is obtained at the
wavelength 1.58 �m. For the case of TE �E�Sxz� radiation
as shown in Fig. 3�a� by the dashed dotted line, the maxi-
mum absorption can be as high as 83% and �R is shifted to
1.95 �m. Numerical simulations were carried out for this
metamaterial structure and are plotted in Fig. 3�b� in com-
parison to experimental data. Very good agreements are
found between the numerical and experimental results. For
example, both the simulated and experimental absorbencies
reach a maximum at the wavelength 1.58 �m for H�Sxz
case, although experimentally, the maximum is 88%, less

than the simulated value of 97%. Disagreement stems from
broadening of the experimental absorption, which originates
from fabricational tolerances of the side length.

For this type of metamaterial absorber, the absorption
effect is robust for non-normal incident angles. Further simu-
lations are performed to verify this effect with the dimen-
sions similar to the experimental fabricated one. The simu-
lated absorbencies as functions of wavelength and the angle
of incidence are presented in Fig. 4 for different polarizations
of incident light. For the TE polarization E�Syz case �Fig.
4�a��, when the angle of incidence is up to 65° �75°�, al-
though the bandwidth becomes slightly narrower, the maxi-
mum absorption remains 90% �73%�. For the TM polariza-
tion H�Syz case �Fig. 4�b��, the maximum absorption
remains greater than 80% even for the angle of 80°. The
details of two other cases are listed in the figure caption.

To reveal the physical origin of the absorption in our
metamaterial, the electromagnetic field distributions for the

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� The maximum absorption �A� and correspond-
ingly simulated reflection �R� and transmission �T� spectra as functions of
the thickness of dielectric layer d with other geometric parameters Wx

=Wy =170 nm, t=40 nm, h=50 nm, and a=310 nm. �b� The resonant ab-
sorption peak wavelength ��R� corresponding to �a� as a function of d; �c�
absorbance as a function of wavelength and the width of the metallic par-
ticle, where Wx=Wy =W, t=40 nm, d=10 nm, h=50 nm, and a=310 nm.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Measured �a� and simulated �b� absorbance spectra
for a sample with Wx=170 nm, Wy =230 nm, t=40 nm, d=10 nm,
h=50 nm, and a=310 nm at 20° angle of incidence.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Absorbance as a function of wavelength and the
angle of incidence for different polarization incident radiations, where Wx

=170 nm, Wy =230 nm, t=40 nm, d=10 nm, h=50 nm, and a=310 nm.
�a� E�Syz, when the angle of incidence is up to 65° �75°�, the maximum
absorption remains 90% �73%�; �b� H�Syz, the maximum absorption re-
mains greater than 80% even for the angle of 80°; �c� E�Sxz, for incident
angle to 55° �65°�, the maximum absorption is 90% �80%�; �d� H�Sxz, for
incident angle 80°, the maximum absorption remains 80%, the center wave-
length decreases by 0.12 �m.
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resonant modes are investigated. For example, Fig. 5�a� il-
lustrates the magnetic field and electric displacement distri-
butions for an absorber with Wx=Wy =170 nm, t=40 nm,
d=10 nm, h=50 nm, and a=310 nm at the wavelength
1.55 �m, which are calculated by the commercial COMSOL

MULTIPHYSICS software based on the three-dimensional finite
elements method. A plane wave with polarization H�Sxz is
normally illuminated on the structure. The electric displace-
ment vectors represented by the arrows in both the gold par-
ticle and the gold film are opposite to each other,22 which
generates a significant magnetic response23,24 as shown in
Fig. 5�a� denoted by surface colormap. The electric field dis-
tributions for this structure are plotted in Fig. 5�b�. It is found
that there exists strong electric dipole resonances resulting
from charges accumulated at the sides of gold particle which
couple to their image charges in the gold surface. The ab-
sorption effect is thus due to the excitation of localized mag-
netic and electric dipole resonances. �This is also evidenced
by the extracted effective electromagnetic parameters, see
supplementary material Fig. S1.27� Such strong resonances
effectively trap light energy and provide sufficient time to
dissipate it by the Ohmic losses within the metals �Al2O3 is
lossless in this wavelength regime�. To further comprehend
this point, the time averaged resistive heating �Q� generated
by the structure is investigated as shown in Fig. 5�c�, which
is calculated using Q= �1 /2��0� Im �Au����E�2.25,26 In our
simulations, the temperature effect on the material properties
has been ignored. Suppose the average rate of energy trans-
port by the incident radiation is 1 W. The calculated results
show that the time averaged power dissipation caused by the
gold particle and the gold film are, respectively, 0.628 W and
0.362 W, except for approximately 1% of the energy which
passes through the structure. This is different from the stud-
ies of microwave and terahertz metamaterial absorbers, in
which the absorptions arise mainly due to dielectric losses.5–8

The whole thickness of the perfect optical metamaterial
absorber is extremely thin, only 100 nm, which is 15 times
shorter than the resonant absorption peak wavelength. The
high performance absorption is almost independent of inci-
dent angle and can be manipulated by adjusting the nano-
structure dimensions. Furthermore, the optical absorber has a
very simple geometrical structure and it is easy to be inte-
grated into complex photonic devices. The present absorber
can also tailor the thermal or optical responses to radiation
covering, in principle, any targeted region of the electromag-
netic spectrum. Supplementary materials are available for de-
tails of sample designation, fabrication, and measurement.27
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� The colormap represents the amplitude of mag-
netic field �Hy� and the arrows represent the electric displacement; �b� the
colormap represents the amplitude of electric field �Ex and Ez� and the ar-
rows denote the electric field polarization; �c� resistive heating; for inci-
dence light with the wavelength 1.55 �m, H�Sxz polarization at the nor-
mal incidence, where Wx=Wy =170 nm, t=40 nm, d=10 nm, h=50 nm,
and a=310 nm.
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